
Innovation to support science....

DLK Series Low Temperature Cooling Machine

DLK series rapid low temperature cycle pump, is no shrinkage mechanism of low temperature cold ring liquid circulation equipment. It has the cryogenic liqui- 
d, low temperature water-bath water provide the role. Combining rotating evaporator, vacuum freezing drying oven, recycling water type vacuum pump, UV- 
spectrophotometer etc instrument constant temperature, the temperature of the chemical reaction multi-function homework and drug store.

•  Large low temperature cooling pump persistence flow, constant pressure, circulation liquid (water) 
can meet electronic microscope and electron probe, ultrahigh vacuum sputtering meter, the Xray 
machine, laser, electronic accelerator.High purity metal, rare material purification, environment exp 
eriment, vacuum coating equipment such as the pure water cooling and large constant temperatur 
e. This machine is especially suitable for the need to maintain low temperature, normal temperatur 
e under the working conditions of the chemical, biological

•  The main parts by international famous instrument manufacturer of fluorine free original closed co 
mpressor set, performance,reliable quality

•  Refrigeration unit using special relays, protector, capacitor, for the original import from high quality 
device;

•  Microcomputer control temperature, LCD display temperature, time, the operation is simple, eye- 
catch ing;Circulation system USES corrosion materials circulation pump, have rust and corrosion re 
sistance, prevent pollution and traffic flow, high pressure,low temperature of the pump body functio 
n; The cooling liquid can be directly used to transport the circulation within the places.

Technical Parameters'
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BLDLK-1007 7 L -10°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 1365w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-2007 7 L -20°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 1538w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-4007 7 L -40°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 2052w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-1010 10 L -10°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 2458w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-2010 10 L -20°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 2651w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-4010 10 L -40°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 2847w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-1020 20 L -10°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 3960w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-2020 20 L -20°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 5008w 220V/50HZ

BLDLK-4030 30 L -40°C-Ambient ±2°C LCD YES 11808w 380V/4 lines


